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a b s t r a c t

The microstructural evolution of interstitial-free (IF) steel subjected to ˚ = 90◦ equal channel angular
extrusion (ECAE) for up to 4 passes via routes A, BA, C and up to 8 passes via routes BC was studied using
electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD). Routes BC and BA recorded the smallest grain size and aspect
ratios and the largest average misorientation and area fraction of high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs).
eywords:
qual channel angular extrusion (ECAE)
qual channel angular pressing (ECAP)
lectron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD)
oincidence-site-lattice (CSL)
teel

During multiple passes, microstructure refinement continues until a convergence in effective subgrain
and grain diameters occurs; following which the rate of HAGB formation reduces slightly. The percentage
rise in the number of ˙3 and random boundaries should be correlated with the operation of recovery
mechanisms in ultra-fine grained IF-steel rather than linking such special boundaries with twinning dur-
ing ECAE. Compared to the scaling factor Hall–Petch (H–P) equation, the composite H–P equation indicates
that although the low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) provide the maximum strengthening up to 8 passes,
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all–Petch the contribution from HAG

. Introduction

Equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE) is one of a number of
evere plastic deformation (SPD) processes that result in bulk ultra-
ne grained (UFG) materials. As-ECAE deformation microstructures
re characterised by a hierarchy based on their individual misori-
ntation relationships [1]. In order to correlate such deformation
ubstructures with their overall mechanical behaviour, an accu-
ate and statistically valid description of the bulk microstructure is
ssential. Thus a delineation between “grains” or “subgrains”, “cell-
lock boundaries” (comprising parallel microbands and/or lamellar
oundaries also defined as geometrically necessary boundaries,
NBs) or “cell boundaries” (incidental dislocation boundaries, IDBs

or mixed tilt and twist walls) in as-deformed substructures is
andatory. To this end, high-resolution electron back-scattering

iffraction (EBSD) techniques involving the use of field-emission

uns coupled with automated Kikuchi pattern identification and
nalysis processes return representative measurements of a mate-
ial’s “state” with nanometer resolution over large sample areas
2]. However, in common with other experimental investigations

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +61 2 4221 5904; fax: +61 2 4221 3662.
E-mail address: azdiar@uow.edu.au (A.A. Gazder).

1 Formerly with the Department of Materials Engineering, Monash University,
ictoria 3800, Australia.
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f UFG metals, such EBSD measurements have focussed mainly on
cc materials such as Al [3] and Cu [4,5].

In order to establish the effect of the number of passes and
mployed processing route on the microstructural refinement of
cc materials, the present study employs EBSD to characterise IF-
teel specimens previously subjected to room temperature ˚ = 90◦

CAE after 1 pass (N), 4 passes via routes A, BA and C and up to
passes via route BC processing. Microstructural evolution after

arious passes and processing routes is compared by providing
uantitative distributions of subgrain and grain sizes and misori-
ntation relationships. Finally, this information is applied to the
omposite [6] and scaling factor [7] Hall–Petch (H–P) equations in
rder to understand the strengthening contributions of low- and
igh-angle boundary populations for up to 8 passes via route BC
rocessing.

. Experimental and analytical procedure

Commercially available hot-rolled IF-steel plate
Fe–0.003C–0.15Mn–0.03Al–0.08Ti–0.007Si–0.01P–0.005S–0.001N
t%) was obtained from BlueScope Steel Limited, machined into
0 mm × 20 mm × 80 mm billets, annealed at 1023 K for 1 h and
llowed to furnace cool. The distribution of grain size in the
nnealed material was measured using optical microscopy and
tted by a log-normal distribution with a mean grain size of
40 ± 10 �m. The annealed billets were subjected to room temper-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
mailto:azdiar@uow.edu.au
http://www.uow.edu.au/eng/mmm/
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2008.07.030
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ig. 1. Schematic of ECAE tooling with a half-way extruded billet indicating the
dopted co-ordinate system for a ˚ = 90◦ , � = 0◦ die-set. (Not to scale).

ture ECAE for 1 pass, 4 passes and/or up to 8 passes via routes A,
A, BC and C, using a ˚ = 90◦, � = 0◦ die-set with sharp inner and
uter corners (Fig. 1). Further experimental details are described
n [8,9].

For EBSD analysis, only x (or ED) -plane specimens cut from the
enter of the stable billet length after 1 pass, 4 passes (via routes A,
A and C) and 2 to 8 passes (via route BC) were used. Each specimen
as ground and polished up to 1 �m surface finish followed by light

tching using OP-S silica solution. The EBSD measurements were
erformed on a LEO-1530 field-emission gun–scanning electron
icroscope (FEG–SEM) fitted with a Nordlys-IITM EBSD detector

perating at 20 kV and 15k× magnification. Two orientation image
aps of 15 �m × 20 �m were scanned from the center of the x-

lane of each sample using a step size of 80 nm.
Post-processing of the raw data began by using the VMAP soft-

are package [10] to improve the angular resolution up to 1◦.
hereafter, analysis of the EBSD maps was undertaken using the
KL-Channel 5TM software package. In the 256 colour relative
uler maps, the primary colours are proportional to the three Euler
ngles. It should be remembered that these Euler angles refer to
ample directions when inserted into the microscope and there-
ore do not generally correspond to the Euler angles conventionally
sed to describe materials deformed with orthotropic symmetry
for e.g., rolling). Thus the colours provided by the software rep-
esent the different Euler angles of each volume element of the
pecimen with a 5◦ angular variation. In many cases, regions of sim-
lar orientation have similar colours. However this may not always
e the case due to discontinuities in Euler space [11].

For any given deformation condition the two field scans were
nalysed individually; following which their average and stan-

ard deviation results were tabulated. The average misorientation
�AVG)3 and misorientation profile (in 2◦ bins) was measured using
he > 1◦ lower cut-off value in order to reduce the effects of noise.
he effective subgrain (d1◦–15◦ ), grain (d15◦–62.8◦ ) and average (dAVG)

3 From hereon, the subscript term ‘AVG’ refers to a microstructural parameter
veraged over the entire misorientation range extending from 1◦ up to 62.8◦ .
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iameters were calculated using the misorientation definition of
he various boundary types and are discussed below. Boundaries
ith angles � ≤ 15◦ are classified as low-angle (or LAGBs) whereas

oundaries with 15◦ < � ≤ 62.8◦ are denoted as high-angle grain
oundaries (or HAGBs). As suggested by Bowen [12], further distinc-
ions between the HAGBs were also drawn by subdividing them into

edium (15◦ < � ≤ 30◦, or MAGBs), medium-high (30◦ < � ≤ 45◦, or
HAGBs) and very-high (45◦ < � ≤ 62.8◦, or VHAGBs) -angle bound-

ries.
The intercept lengths (LX and LY) were measured along the

ocal horizontal and vertical axes of the field scan reference frame
which correspond to the macroscopic TD and ND global axes,
espectively). The average aspect ratio (�) was calculated using
he grain reconstruction method after imposing a boundary defini-
ion of � ≥ 1◦. It is understood that due to substructure inclination
ith respect to the local horizontal and vertical axes the intercept

engths across the ED-plane samples are underestimated compared
o other billet planes. However the data trends remain unaffected.
n order to account for reasonable grain shapes, the values of dAVG,
1◦–15◦ and d15◦–62.8◦ were calculated using the average linear inter-
ept and then multiplied by 1.75 to return an “effective diameter”
alue [13]. Thus the effective diameters are calculated by assuming
ntercept length relationships as being essentially smaller than the
true” diameter of the subgrain/grain.

Special boundary relationships were identified using the
oincidence-site-lattice (CSL) theory via the Brandon (or proximity)
riterion [14] which describes the maximum tolerance of misori-
ntation angle (��) from an exact CSL relationship by

� = �m˙−1/2 (1)

here �m is the maximum misorientation angle for a low-angle
oundary (1◦ < � < 15◦). The ˙1 (or LAGBs), ˙3 (or twin) and
5–29b boundaries are expressed as a percentage of the total

umber of intersecting boundaries. The various special boundaries
hared by only the HAGB population (� ≥ 15◦) were also computed.
n both cases, the boundaries that do not satisfy the Brandon crite-
ion are designated as “random” grain assemblies.

In order to characterise the mechanical strength, similarly pro-
essed as-ECAE billets were machined into round tensile samples
f (4 mm diameter and 15 mm gauge length. Room temperature
niaxial tensile testing was undertaken on a screw-driven Instron
505 operating at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm min−1; with elon-
ation measured by a 10 mm gauge length extensometer. Using
purpose-written tolerance-divergence MATLAB® subroutine, an

ptimised elastic modulus was estimated by comparing a bulk
exture-based modulus model [15] with experimental tensile test
ata for each as-ECAE condition. Average elastic modulus estimates
f 195.3 GPa for the annealed condition and 170.3 GPa after 8 passes
ia route BC were computed. The ∼13% reduction in elastic modu-
us estimates between coarse grained and as-ECAE IF-steel agrees

ell with moduli-based experimental studies on UFG materials
16–19]. Following this, the 0.1% (�0.1) and 0.2% (�0.2) proof stresses
nd the ultimate tensile strengths (�UTS) were calculated and cor-
elated with the EBSD-returned subgrain and grain deformation
icrostructure. Further details regarding procedure and modulus

stimates are described in [20].

. Results
After N = 1 (Fig. 2), the initially coarse grains of the annealed
teel is replaced by a substructure comprising a large area fraction
f subgrains and a very small area fraction of grains (enclosed by
igh-angle boundaries). Here the shear direction is out-of-plane as

ndicated by the ED-, TD- and ND-axes. The abundance of low-angle
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[30].

The equivalent circle diameter (dECD) method has also been used
for all boundaries with � ≥ 1◦ (Fig. 8(d)). Here the dECD describes that
ig. 2. EBSD map of IF-steel after N = 1 at ˚ = 90 ECAE. The strengths of the primary
olours are proportional to the three Euler angles. The thin black lines are LAGBs
hile the thick black lines denote HAGBs.

oundaries (comprising ∼1 �m subgrains) indicates that signifi-
ant grain subdivision occurs after the first pass to accommodate
he large imposed strain. The smooth transition in subgrain colour
ontrast indicates a close crystallographic orientation within and
etween the individual low-angled substructures. In terms of the
spect ratio of the ellipsoidal subgrain after the first pass, the long-
xis is approximately parallel to TD-axis while the short-axis is
arallel to ND-axis.

After 2 passes via route BC processing (Fig. 3a), subgrain
efinement occurred and slightly greater numbers of high-angle
oundaries also appear. The elongated areas start to get subdi-
ided by the HAGBs while a network of LAGBs is still present inside
ost grains. However the distribution of LAGBs within these grain

oundaries tends to be heterogeneous. Some larger grains contain
igh densities of LAGBs whereas other relatively smaller individual
rains do not contain any LAGBs. The high aspect ratio (�) grains
re elongated along the TD-axis.

After 4 passes via route A, the deformation substructure
emains elongated (Fig. 4a). In contrast to the N = 1 condition,
reater fragmentation of the lamellae along both the TD- and
D-axes is observed; concomitant with a clear increase in HAGB
opulation. Since route A processing is characterised by the con-
inuous unidirectional rotation of the shear plane about the
D, successive shear patterns tend to remain more or less con-
trained within previously created dislocation boundaries. Such
ehaviour correlates well with the previously observed grad-
al changes in the fiber-like bulk textures (comprising relatively
trong individual orientation densities) for this processing route
8,9].

In theory, the return of a refined but equiaxed substruc-
ure should occur after even-numbered passes via route C.
owever, Fig. 4c clearly indicates regions of elongated sub-

tructures after 4 passes. These results are in agreement with

revious TEM and texture work that also found the reten-
ion of elongated lamellae and qualitatively shear-type textures
fter even-numbered passes [8]. The latter was attributed to
he complex deformation history during ˚ = 90◦ ECAE which
ncluded: (i) deviation from ideal simple shear caused by

d

ngineering A 497 (2008) 341–352 343

riction at the billet–die interface and L-shaped chip forma-
ion, (ii) variations in billet deformation due to changes in
ardening behaviour, (iii) increasing stability of dislocation
ubstructures and, (iv) grain-scale deformation heterogeneities
8,21,22].

Irrespective of processing route and number of passes, the first
in of the misorientation distribution (Fig. 5) contains high f(�)
alues as it also comprises a small intrinsic scanning error associ-
ted with remnants of orientation noise. However, with increasing
mposed strain a steady decline of misorientations with angles ≤5◦

s observed.
During the post-processing of some field scans, large spikes

ere seen at ∼30◦ and 60◦ misorientation.4 A previous inves-
igation on IF-steel [12] attributed this anomaly to the unusual
ncidence of ˙13b and ˙3 CSL boundaries due to misindexing
y the EBSD software. In the case of severely deformed bcc iron
his phenomenon arises because 27.8◦〈1 1 1〉 and 60◦〈1 1 1〉 orien-
ations are more prone to pseudo-symmetry than others [23]. In
rder to minimise such errors and false interpretations associated
ith such errors, all maps were cleaned by disregarding the effect

f the ˙13b-boundaries.
As expected, trends similar to the f(�)-values are also observed

n case of the area fraction estimate (AF %) of the various misorien-
ation classes (Fig. 6). After the first pass the fewest grains are found
etween misorientations of 30◦ and 62.8◦ (or MHABs and VHAGBs
Fig. 6c and d)). With more passes, the contribution of misorien-
ations above 30◦ increases and is accompanied by a decrease in
raction of LAGBs (Fig. 6a). A maximum of ∼60% HAGB area fraction
s noted after 6 passes via route BC processing. Similar values have
een previously reported for IF-steel [12], Al and Al-alloys [24–27]
nd Ni [28] processed by warm and room temperature ECAE and
rmco iron subjected to HPT [29].

As imposed strain increases, so does the average misorien-
ation of all boundaries (�AVG) (Fig. 7a) due to the evolution of
igher-angled boundary substructures with greater passes (Fig. 7c).
owever, the average misorientation for low-angle boundaries

emains constant up to 3 passes of route BC and two of route
A (Fig. 7b). The effects of processing route are also readily
pparent as �AVG-values after 4 passes is the highest for routes
A followed by route BC and then by routes A and C, and can
e directly associated with the magnitudes of their initial f(�)-
alues.

Consistent with ECAE deformation, the average effective diam-
ters obtained after N = 1 indicate significant grain refinement
ompared to the as-annealed condition (∼140 ± 10 �m at N = 0).
s seen in Fig. 8a, multiple passes produces a further reduc-

ion in the dAVG-values but the rates of substructure refinement
s markedly reduced after N > 3. Beyond 5 passes, the values of
ow- and high-angled substructures converge as further refine-

ent causes the d15◦–62.8◦ to approach their d1◦–15◦ counterparts
Fig. 8d). Throughout, the aspect ratio of the structures remains
pproximately constant (Fig. 9). In terms of the smallest recorded
rain size and aspect ratio and the largest average misorienta-
ion and HAGB area fractions obtained after 4 passes, routes BC
nd BA are approximately equivalent; followed by routes A and
. These results are in agreement with the strain path depen-
ence of microstructural evolution defined by Zhu and Lowe
iameter of a circle whose area is the same as the measured area

4 The affected cases comprise EBSD maps after 1 pass, 4BA, 3–7 BC passes.
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f a subgrain/grain [29]. As stated by Humphreys [11], the dECD is
elated to the ‘true’ grain diameter (D̄) through the relationship:

ECD = 0.816 D̄ (2)

In this respect, the dECD size measurements presented in Fig. 8d
re an underestimate of the actual (or ‘true’) substructure diame-
ers by approximately ∼23% over the entire misorientation range.
or example, the dECD values stabilise at ∼0.33 �m when averaged
etween N = 3–8 for route BC processing. Applying Eq. (2) suggests
hat the true diameter (D̄) is ∼0.4 �m; which approximates the
verage spacing between boundaries measured via TEM [8].

. Discussion

This discussion will focus first on the microstructural evolution
n IF-steel and then (due to the relative scarcity of information on
s-ECAE steels) compare the results with more commonly exam-
ned fcc metals such as Al and Cu. Secondly, we will examine the

echanical behaviour of as-ECAE IF-steel and the relative contri-
utions of the various microstructural features to overall material
trengthening.
.1. Microstructural evolution

Microstructural evolution during the ECAE of the IF-steel can be
eparated into two periods. The first period is found below 4 passes
Figs. 2, 3(a–c) and 4) during which relatively rapid refinement of

a
o
r
i
o

ig. 3. EBSD maps of IF-steel after (a) N = 2, (b) N = 3, (c) N = 4, (d) N = 5, (e) N = 6, (f) N = 7 a
roportional to the three Euler angles. The thin black lines are LAGBs while the thick blac
ngineering A 497 (2008) 341–352

egions bounded by high-angle boundaries (Fig. 8) is accompanied
y a decline in the area fraction of low-angle boundaries (Fig. 6a)
nd increases in the area fraction of high-angle boundaries (Fig. 6d)
nd the average misorientation (Fig. 7a). The second period occurs
t greater than 4 passes (Figs. 3(d–g) and 4), once the average effec-
ive diameter of the LAGBs and HAGBs has converged (Fig. 8d) and is
haracterised by a flattening of the misorientation distribution and
ttenuation of the attendant measures of microstructural evolution
Figs. 6–9).

While this general trend of microstructural development with
ncreasing pass number appears to be similar for all process routes,
ariations in the rates of microstructural evolution do exist. For
xample, the misorientation statistics and subgrain/grain sizes
fter 4 passes via route C corroborate previous investigations that
ound consistently lower rates of refinement for this processing
oute [31–33]. Under ideal route C conditions, shear during an even-
umbered pass should annihilate the dislocation structure created
uring an odd-numbered pass. But in the present case, deviations
rom ideal simple shear and the increasing stability of deforma-
ion substructures with greater strain [8,22] prevents the return of
he original grain shape and crystallographic orientation through-
ut the billet volume. The resultant local strain variations cause

build-up of dislocation boundaries in these areas. However, the

verall rate of misorientation build-up remains extremely slow as
ates of texture evolution are reduced and HAGBs are unable to
ncrease their area due to successive distortions and reversals still
ccurring along approximately the same strain path [34].

nd, (g) N = 8 via route BC at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE. The strengths of the primary colours are
k lines denote HAGBs.
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Fig. 3.

Compared to our limited measurements made on routes A, BA
nd C, microstructural evolution to a quasi-stable structure appears
o be most rapid via route BC. Again, this observation is in common
ith numerous studies on fcc metals. We thus turn our attention

o route BC in more detail.
Microstructural evolution comprises grain subdivision during

he initial (N ≤ 3) passes and rapid increases in the very high-angle
oundary fraction at later passes (Fig. 6d). The increase in misorien-
ation occurs due to the production of deformation-induced HAGBs
y grain splitting into coarse primary deformation bands and with
he previous high-angle boundaries accumulating even greater

isorientation. However, multiple passes also results in a slightly
iminished rate of medium and medium-high-angle boundary for-
ation, especially after N ≥ 6 (Fig. 6b and c). This is especially

iscernible after convergence of grain and subgrain sizes occurs
Fig. 8d). The persistence of LAGB structures even after a large num-
er of passes (∼40% of the boundary area fraction at N = 6) is due to
he ongoing formation of cell structures as a result of additionally

mposed strain and localised recovery effects.

In common with previous studies [12,35,36], the relative flat-
ening of the misorientation distributions tends to occur faster than
corresponding change in the frequency misorientations to even
igher class intervals (Fig. 5). As suggested in [37–39], subgrain

r

i
i
r

nued ).

alls formed by the re-arrangement of trapped glide dislocations
uring one pass act as further barriers to dislocation propagation

n successive passes. The various low-angled subgrains within the
AGBs select different combinations of slip systems to accommo-
ate the next increment of strain during multi-pass ECAE [40]. In
he case of such deformation microstructures, it is energetically
avourable to activate fewer than the five slip systems required
y von Mises theory. As deformation proceeds, each substructure
otates to the nearest stable end-orientation and results in both,
he generation of new boundaries and a further rotation of pre-
xisting boundaries to even higher angles of misorientation [39].
heoretically this process should continue endlessly; with further
ubdivision within these HAGBs into areas of LAGBs. By contrast,
he present results show that the average grain size undergoes very
arge refinement between 1 and 3 passes until it approaches the
ffective subgrain diameter after 4 passes. Although the progressive
reak-up of high aspect ratio substructures continues to occur in

ocalised areas between 5 and 8 passes, the d15◦–62.8◦ -value remains

oughly equivalent with increasing pass number.

Route BC is also considered to be a quasi-orthogonal process-
ng regime; with the third and fourth passes reversing the shear
mparted during passes one and two, respectively. Thus while strain
edundancy is still active, the rotation of the billet with successive
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ig. 4. EBSD maps of IF-steel after N = 4 via routes (a) A, (b) BA and, (c) C at ˚ = 90◦ E
hin black lines are LAGBs while the thick black lines denote HAGBs.

asses forces the activation of fresh sets of slip systems, which in
urn create new barriers to slip. It can be inferred that at lower
asses the overall mechanical properties would be dictated by the

nteractions of the predominantly low-angled microstructure; as
emonstrated in Section 4.2.

While lattice rotation effects cannot be neglected [41], larger
rea fractions of high-angled boundaries are produced after multi-
le passes due to increased magnitudes of dislocation storage at the
ell/subgrain boundaries [29]. As stated by Embury [42], dislocation
ensity at the boundaries for highly strained materials is charac-
erised by an upper limit and shares an inverse relationship with
he square of the dislocation spacing. Correspondingly, increasing
he levels of imparted strain enhances the likelihood of activation
f mechanical annihilation processes (involving in situ local recov-
ry effects [42]) and produces even larger boundary misorientation
ngles [28,43]. The end result of such dislocation accumulation and
ecovery is the formation of dense dislocation substructures with
ver higher angles of misorientation between them.
It can also be speculated that after N ≥ 4, the rise in the HAGB
opulation should provide increasing mechanical strengthening
ontributions. Although the LAGB spacing remains larger than their
AGB counterparts in highly strained materials, the increasing area

ractions of HAGBs will tend to affect overall mechanical behaviour

t
i
t
w
I

he strengths of the primary colours are proportional to the three Euler angles. The

s the LAGBs are unable to provide a continuous network to accom-
odate further deformation [12]. It can be surmised that since the

atio of LAGB to HAGB spacing is approximately constant by this
tage, further changes in their individual contributions to overall
echanical strengthening would be a result of variations in area

ractions and average misorientation.
Previous investigations [12,39] also stressed the need for a gen-

ralised definition of a true and stable ultra-fine grained material as
hat which comprises: (i) HAGBs with an average spacing less than
�m and, (ii) whose proportion of HAGB volume fraction exceeds
0%. The latter criterion was based on experimental evidence of
aterials with relatively few LAGBs forming a dominant HAGB net-
ork; which in turn is said to inhibit discontinuous recrystallisation
pon annealing [34,39,44].

However, in the present study the HAGB population plateaus
fter reaching a maximum of ∼60% at N = 6. Initially this suggests
hat either a greater number of passes are required or that the
eld scans are not statistically valid for making generalisations over

he entire billet volume. However, when the presence of LAGBs
s coupled with recovery phenomena during ECAE, it is surmised
hat the above definition of an ultra-fine grained material (which
as applied mainly to fcc Al alloys [34,44]) may not hold for bcc

F-steel.
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Fig. 5. Change in the misorientation distribution after multip

Alternatively and in agreement with [39], it is seen here that
AGB formation is discontinuous and occurs on fine length scales
ntil the grain size converges with the subgrain size at N ≥ 4. This

n turn results in the smallest available length scale for dislocation
eneration/annihilation. If this phenomenon is assumed to define
he formation of a true ultra-fine grained material, an amended def-
nition that helps compare between various UFG materials should
tate: (i) approximately equivalent average subgrain/grain sizes for
oth, low- and high-angled boundaries and, (ii) a majority HAGB
opulation range.

.1.1. Special boundaries characterisation
Twins are a potent contribution to the strengthening of fcc met-

ls [45] and have been observed previously in severely deformed
u [46–49]. In this study, increasing numbers of passes resulted in
decrease in the percentage of ˙1 (or LAGBs) boundaries and an

ncrease in the boundaries of higher misorientation (Figs. 5 and 6,
able 1). Two passes also results in an increase of higher index

˙5–29b) boundaries followed by a plateau after N ≥ 3. In most
ases, the percentages associated with the ˙3 and ˙5–29b bound-
ries in the HAGB population alone (values in parenthesis in Table 1)
re approximately double those in the total boundary population
nd these results agree with an investigation on nanocrystalline

I
t
b
E
[

ses via routes (a) A, (b) BA, (c) BC and, (d) C at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE.

rmco iron subjected to room temperature HPT [29]. Also in com-
on are the approximately ∼1–2% total boundary fraction that

omprise ˙3 boundaries.
In other studies undertaken by us on the same material, exten-

ive TEM analyses [8,9] have failed to reveal structures with twin
orphologies. While the presently employed EBSD step size pro-

ibits the unambiguous identification of twins smaller than 80 nm
idth, at least some of the boundaries should have been identifi-

ble. It must also be noted that even a random grain distribution
ill indicate the presence of some ˙3 boundaries and the val-
es depicted in Table 1 are within range of the ˙3 (1.6%) and
andom (89%) boundaries for a Mackenzie distribution compris-
ng only grain boundaries [25]. This suggests that deformation
winning may not be as prevalent in IF-steel and is in agreement
ith Meyers et al. [50,51] who noted that unlike fcc metals, the

winning domain decreases with smaller grain size and significant
lastic deformation in the case of bcc iron. As a consequence, twin-
ing can be discounted as a strengthening mechanism in as-ECAE
F-steel. Rather the presence of ˙3 boundaries and increasing frac-
ion of random grain assemblies with greater pass numbers should
e correlated with the operation of recovery mechanisms during
CAE which tend to favour low-energy boundary configurations
52,53].
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fter multiple passes via routes A, BA, BC and C at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE.

.2. Correlating microstructure to mechanical strength

The high strength of as-ECAE materials is generally attributed

o substructure refinement. Thus it is reasonable to discuss the
tress dependence of such deformed materials in relation to their
mallest averaged microstructural feature (in this case, the subgrain
ize (d1◦–15◦ )). When the yield stresses are plotted as a function
f 1/

√
d1◦−15◦ using the original Hall–Petch equation [54,55], a

l
h
t
m
(

able 1
rain boundary character distribution (˙) using the Brandon criterion for up to N = 4 and

Boundary fraction volume (%)

˙1 ˙3

91.9 ± 5.2 0.1 (0.5) ± 0.1 (0.7)
A 69.9 ± 8.7 0.7 (2.3) ± 0.0 (0.6)
BA 86.7 ± 5.0 0.1 (0.8) ± 0.1 (0.5)
BA 56.0 ± 8.9 0.4 (0.9) ± 0.1 (0.0)
BC 86.7 ± 5.0 0.1 (0.8) ± 0.1 (0.5)
BC 78.0 ± 10.2 0.4 (1.4) ± 0.5 (1.6)
BC 58.3 ± 1.8 0.4 (0.9) ± 0.2 (0.5)
BC 48.7 ± 5.8 1.3 (2.5) ± 0.1 (0.5)
BC 40.0 ± 3.6 1.2 (2.1) ± 0.1 (0.3)
BC 42.0 ± 2.6 1.5 (2.6) ± 0.5 (1.0)
BC 44.2 ± 1.9 1.8 (3.2) ± 0.0 (0.1)
C 86.8 ± 1.1 0.0 (0.3) ± 0.1 (0.4)

= number of passes; A, BA, BC and C denotes the chosen processing route. Values outside
o HAGBs. All values have been rounded-off to one significant digit.
30◦ (MAGBs), (c) 30◦–45◦ (MHAGBs), (d) 45◦–62.8◦ (VHAGBs) misorientation bins

inear relationship is obtained but errors with regard to the mag-
itudes of friction stress and strain hardening constants persist.
his is usually attributed to deficiencies in the original formu-

ation of the Hall–Petch equation which treats all boundaries as
igh-angled structures. In contrast, our (and other) experimen-
al results indicate a large area fraction of subgrains and average

isorientation values ≤15◦ during the initial few passes (N ≤ 3)
Figs. 6 and 7). Thus the failure of the Hall–Petch law results

8 via routes A, BA, BC and C at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE

˙5–29b Random

1.0 (14.0) ± 0.2 (6.9) 7.1 (85.5) ± 5.0 (6.2)
1.6 (5.6) ± 0.2 (1.0) 27.8 (92.1) ± 8.5 (1.6)
0.9 (7.3) ± 0.0 (2.6) 12.3 (91.8) ± 4.9 (2.1)
2.4 (5.6) ± 0.2 (0.8) 41.2 (93.5) ± 8.7 (0.8)
0.9 (7.3) ± 0.0 (2.6) 12.3 (91.8) ± 4.9 (2.1)

2.5 (12.5) ± 0.3 (4.3) 19.1 (86.1) ± 9.3 (2.7)
2.5 (5.9) ± 0.2 (0.1) 38.9 (93.2) ± 1.9 (0.5)
3.5 (6.7) ± 0.6 (0.3) 46.6 (90.8) ± 5.4 (0.2)
3.3 (5.5) ± 0.6 (0.6) 55.5 (92.4) ± 3.1 (0.3)
3.6 (6.2) ± 0.2 (0.0) 52.9 (91.2) ± 2.9 (1.0)
3.3 (6.0) ± 0.0 (0.3) 50.7 (90.8) ± 1.9 (0.4)
0.4 (3.1) ± 0.1 (0.7) 12.7 (96.6) ± 1.0 (1.1)

parenthesis are estimates for all boundaries whereas values within them refer only
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ainly from a misinterpretation of the average characteristics asso-
iated with the strengthening behaviours of the LAGBs and HAGBs
n as-deformed materials. As a solution, Hansen [6] proposed

“composite” Hall–Petch equation based on the linear additive
trengthening contributions from both LAGBs (via dislocation hard-
ning) and HAGBs (via Hall–Petch prediction) as follows

= �0 + �LAGBs + �HAGBs

= �0 + M˛Gb
√

�LAGBs + kHP√
dHAGBs

= �0 + M˛Gb

[√
1.5SV1◦−15◦ �1◦−15◦

b

]
IDB

+
[

kHP√
d15◦−62.8◦

]
GNB

(3)

here �0 is the friction stress and has been defined as either: (i)
he internal resistance to the motion of a dislocation through the
rystal lattice [56] or, (ii) the flow stress of an undeformed sin-
le crystal oriented for multiple slip or, (iii) the approximate yield

tress of a coarse, untextured polycrystal [6]. In the present study
0 is regarded as the grain size independent term and includes
trengthening contributions from solutes and particles but not dis-
ocations. M is the average Taylor factor from texture data [57], ˛
s a constant (=0.24), G is the shear modulus (in MPa) calculated

a
w
l
w
p

Bs) and, (c) 15◦–62.8◦ (HAGBs) misorientation bins after multiple passes via routes

rom the relationship between optimised elastic modulus and Pois-
on’s ratio (=0.29), b is the Burgers vector (=2.48 × 10−10 m) and
V is the boundary area per unit volume of IDBs (
	/2d1◦–15◦ ).
HP is the strain hardening parameter (or grain size dependent
erm) related to the additional resistance to dislocation motion
aused by the dislocation source density at grain boundaries
6,58] and d15◦–62.8◦ is the effective diameter of high-angle GNBs.
hus as deformation proceeds, LAGBs gradually transform into
AGBs and are rendered indistinguishable from original grain
oundaries [6]. In this respect, the second term uses the misori-
ntation (�1◦–15◦ ) of LAGBs while the last term accounts for HAGB
trengthening.

The above Eq. (3) has not yet been applied to as-ECAE IF-steel,
nd thus the kH-values for the material and the magnitude of con-
ribution from the various boundary types are sought using the

echanical and EBSD data for up to 8 passes via route BC pro-
essing at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE. Firstly, the SV1◦−15◦ and �LAGBs values are
alculated from EBSD data and then the value of kHP is optimised
y a least squares fit between the experimental �0.1, �0.2 and �UTS

nd their predicted values (Fig. 10a). Consequently the kHP values
ere found to be 0.09, 0.16 and 0.25 MPa m0.5, respectively. The

atter values are small but agree with published data on IF-steel
arm-rolled up to 30% reduction [59]. As seen in Fig. 10b, the LAGBs
rovide the maximum strengthening via entanglement for up to 8
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F 15◦ (LAGBs) and, (c) 15◦–62.8◦ (HAGBs) after multiple passes via routes A, BA, BC and C at
˚ ned effective diameters d1◦–15◦ and d15◦–62.8◦ for up to N = 8 via route BC at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE.
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ig. 8. Change in the average effective diameter (d) of (a) 1◦–62.8◦ (or dAVG), (b) 1◦–
= 90◦ ECAE. (d) A magnified view of the close correlation between the EBSD-retur

asses. The approximately constant subgrain strength with increas-
ng pass number can be attributed to misorientation increases and
ubgrain refinement within the LAGB class interval remaining low
��1◦–15◦ = 1.5◦). Such behaviour also results in a similitude rela-
ionship ((d.�)1◦–15◦ /b
constant) for the IDBs between 1 and 8
asses [36].

For any given pass, the increase in kHP values from �0.1 through
o �UTS is evidence of work hardening. The averaged strength-
ning effect of HAGBs (=kHP/(Gb)) was 5.2 ± 0.6, 9.1 ± 1.1 and
4.6 ± 1.7 × 103 m−0.5 between �0.1 through to �UTS and is of the
ame order as nanocrystalline Al, Ni and Cu compacted powders
6]. Beyond N ≥ 4 ongoing refinement produces increasing numbers
f similarly sized low-angled subgrains and high-angled grains.
he refinement of the latter also produces the slightly enhanced
AGB strengthening effect between passes. Overall this implies

hat the composite hardening equation is reasonable as all esti-
ates remain within a ±5% error margin of their experimental

ounterparts.
In contrast to the above Eq. (3), a simplified stress dependence
n relation to the smallest observable microstructural feature (in
his case, the subgrain size (d1◦–15◦ )) has also been suggested for
s-deformed substructures [7]. Since a grain boundary is mod-
lled as an array of dislocations in the lattice, the spacing between
islocations is inversely proportional to the boundary misori-

F
B

ig. 9. Change in the average aspect ratios (�) after multiple passes via routes A, BA,

C and, C at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE.
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ig. 10. (a) Experimental and predicted 0.1% proof (�0.1), 0.2% proof (�0.2) and ultim
dditive linear strengthening contributions from �0, LAGBs and HAGBs after multip

ntation [60]. Previous reports also indicated no misorientation
ffects on the flow stress when the average misorientation is
bove a critical saturation angle (usually 15◦) [61]. Accordingly,
i et al. [7] suggested a scaling factor in the H–P equation such
hat:

�0.2 = �0 + k′
√

(�AVG/15◦)
d1◦−15◦

when �AVG ≤ 15◦ or,

�0.2 = �0 + k′√
d1◦−15◦

when �AVG > 15◦ (4)

here �0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress and �AVG is the average misori-
ntation for the entire range.

Thus the H–P relationship can also be derived using d1◦–15◦

nd accounting for �AVG effects via scaling for up to 3 passes

Fig. 11). Least squares optimised values of �0 = 99.33 MPa and
′ = 0.57 MPa m0.5 were calculated and agree with published data
62,63]. As seen in Fig. 11, the Eq. (4) best-fit line is also comparable
o cold-rolled IF-steel [7].

ig. 11. The relationship between the experimental 0.2% proof stress (�0.2) and the
BSD-returned average subgrain diameter (d1◦–15◦ ) according to the scaling factor
all–Petch equation (Eq. (4)).
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nsile (�UTS) stresses using the composite Hall–Petch equation (Eq. (3)) and, (b) the
ses via route BC at ˚ = 90◦ ECAE.

In two aspects Eqs. (3) and (4) are in agreement. Both results
ndicate that at least up to 3 passes mechanical strengthening is dic-
ated by the low-angled subgrains as they are significantly smaller
han the average grain size [64]. Secondly, at low to medium strains
he LAGB resistance is proportional to the square root of misorien-
ation [59].

It is understood that beyond N ≥ 4 and in accordance with Fig. 7a
he scaling factor was removed from Eq. (4) when �AVG exceeds 15◦.
ut at the same time, ongoing grain refinement also produces a
onvergence of d1◦–15◦ - and d15◦–62.8◦ -values (Fig. 8(d)). As a con-
equence, Eq. (4) inadvertently suggests a change in strengthening
echanism to HAGBs by simply reverting back to the original H–P

ormulation and negating subgrain contributions entirely.
In contrast, EBSD data indicates that even up to 8 passes LAGBs

till constitute a significant area fraction (Fig. 6a). Therefore Eq.
4) merely fits mechanical data by increasing the H–P slope dur-
ng the initial deformation stages when substructures enclose low

isorientation angles [6]. Correspondingly the k′-value is only
n approximation as boundary character and its co-related size
ffects are not considered over all passes [65]. From the above it is
nderstood that microstructure–mechanical property correlations
stimated from the composite H–P equation (Eq. (3)) account for
oth, LAGB and HAGB deformation substructures.

. Conclusions

The deformation microstructure and corresponding mechanical
roperty relationships were determined for IF-steel samples after
pass, 4 passes and/or up to 8 passes via routes A, BA, BC and C at
= 90◦ ECAE and are summarised as follows:

1. Although the rates of HAGB formation vary with processing route
(BC ≥ BA > A > C at N = 4), the overall trends suggest a marked
increase in HAGB area fraction with greater pass number.

. During multi-pass ECAE, significant microstructural refinement
continues to occur until a convergence in effective subgrain and
grain diameters. Following this phenomenon, the rate of HAGB
formation was also found to reduce slightly.
. Assessment of the grain boundary character distribution sug-
gests that the appearance of ˙3 boundaries should be correlated
with recovery during ECAE.

. The H–P analyses underline the importance of the misorienta-
tion angle as the delineating parameter with which to correlate
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microstructural refinement and mechanical property informa-
tion. Both, the composite (Eq. (3)) and scaling factor (Eq. (4))
equations are reasonable for up to 3 passes; when the defor-
mation substructure comprises predominantly LAGBs and its
mechanical properties correspond to the subgrain size. However
only the H–P relationship estimated by the composite equation
accounts for a ‘mixed’ LAGB + HAGB deformation substructure.
Beyond N ≥ 4 the increases in strength can be attributed to sub-
grain and grain diameters.
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